
AMERICAN POLITICAL CULTURE AND ITS NEW WAR 

The American Political Culture 

The Dorsey Dictionary of American Government and Politics defines political 
culture as “a community’s attitudes toward the quality, style, and vigor of political 
processes and government operations”1. There is an entire typology of definitions of 
political culture: psychological, sociological, heuristic, linguistic, ethical, historical, etc.  

All these definitions have as a common denominator the idea that political culture 
refers to the psychological and subjective dimensions of the political realm. Political 
culture is a particular distribution of political attitudes, feelings, information, skills and 
orientations towards the political system.  

Political culture is, in fact, understood as an aggregate of subcultures, based on 
somewhat loose structural relations that project the image of a polarized model. The 
political subcultures stand for the ways in which different subdivisions of society refer to 
the political system. Thus there are local as well as social (elitist vs. mass) political 
subcultures.  

In the mid – 1960s, Professor Daniel J. Elazar of Temple University achieved one 
of the most comprehensive and influential study of American political culture. He 
identified three major subcultures2 in the United States by examining three sets of factors 
for each locality studied: (1) The sources of political culture such as race, ethnicity, and 
religion; (2) the manifestations of political culture, such as political attitudes, behavior, 
and symbols; and (3), the effects of political culture, such as political actions and public 
policies. In this manner he was able to divide American political culture into 
individualistic, moralistic and traditionalist subcultures.  

The individualistic one holds politics to be just another means by which 
individuals may improve themselves socially and economically. In the moralistic political 
subculture, politics is conceived as a public activity centered on some notion of the public 
good and properly exploited to the advancement of the public interest. The traditionalist 
political subculture is reflective of the older pre-commercial attitude that accepts a 
substantially hierarchical society as part of the ordered nature of things, authorizing and 
expecting those at the tip of social structure to take a special and dominant role in 
government. 

The third type of political subculture is the least representative for American 
society although conservatism may still rely on the assumptions of traditionalist 
subculture. Such fatalistic beliefs in the “ordered nature of things” and a hierarchical 
society are likely to foster passivity on the part of public opinion and to bring forth a 
political culture of subordination.3 The traditionalist subculture has had a deeper impact 
on the political culture of Western democracies and it is still very influential in 
totalitarian and post-totalitarian states. 

In the United States, the first two types of political subcultures identified by 
Elazar exert the greatest influence on American politics. As a matter of fact, nowadays 
the two subcultures are still regarded as basic within the American political culture. Five 



major beliefs have been identified as underlying it: popular sovereignty, the obligation to 
political participation, individual rights, individualism, and equality.4 According to John 
Bibby: 

[t]hese beliefs influence our behavior, expectations, and evaluations of politicians and 
policies. They also impose limits on which of politics alternatives can be seriously 
considered. A policy that violates a basic value – such as the right to own private property 
– does not have a realistic chance of being adopted. 5  

Popular sovereignty rests on the principle that the people are the source of 
governmental power, an idea expressed at the very beginning of the Preamble of the 
Constitution: “We the People of the United States”. The impact of this belief on political 
culture is the importance attached to free elections and the role of public opinion in 
policy making. Politicians seek to gain legitimization for their actions by public opinion 
approval. 

Political participation implies the civic duty to participate in the nation’s political 
life. Bureaucracy is therefore held in contempt as it inhibits meaningful citizen 
participation. In fact the argument for political participation is as old as the history of the 
United States. Its origins can be traced back to anti-federalism which supported local and 
state governments for being “close to the people” as opposed to a strong federal 
government, standing aloof from the citizens. 

In the Declaration of Independence there is the statement that all men… “are 
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, 
Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.” This is the first American proclamation of the 
belief in individual rights. The people’s right to liberty is a limitation on the power of 
majority and decision makers over individuals and groups. Although replaced from 
Locke’s statement with the more generous (and ambiguous) “pursuit of Happiness”, the 
right to hold private property is a fundamental one. 

Individualism is so deeply embedded in American culture that the association 
America – individualism has become a cliché. In a few words, individualism is the belief 
that people should make it on their own, and therefore, they must be rewarded on the 
grounds of their own merits, efforts and achievements, not according to class and origin. 
The commitment to individualism also reveals how the middle class view government 
assistance programs and the welfare state’s attempts to redistribute resources. Among the 
members of this class (by far numerous, if not the most influential) such programs fail to 
acquire general support. 

Equality goes hand in hand with individual rights. “All men are created equal” 
states the Declaration of Independence even before asserting that people have 
“unalienable Rights”. Political equality is implicit in the Constitution, which stipulates 
that all citizens of legal age have the right to vote and also, in the Fourteenth Amendment 
it requires that states grant all the “equal protection of the laws”. Culturally, equality is 
often perceived as equality of opportunity. However, American political culture is not at 
all egalitarian. Not everyone should be equally well off; “rather, everyone should have a 



relatively equal chance to become better off then his or her neighbors. Americans are 
quite prepared in fact to accept large disparities in the economic status of their fellow 
citizens”.6 

Even if the traditionalistic pattern is absent from this description of the major 
beliefs underlying American political culture there is the recognition of the fact that there 
is much value attached to strong presidential leadership by American society. This proves 
that “people believe they may not always be capable of choosing the best policies by 
themselves”7. 

Before 9-11 

Despite the myth of “oneness” at the basis of the very idea of American political 
culture rooted in specific beliefs, the tensions within it cannot be ignored by any political 
study. The contradiction between belief in political participation and popular sovereignty 
on the one hand, and the reality of lingering segregation in American society, on the other 
hand is only one tension. Individualism is not usually an ally for democracy, which 
presupposes a community spirit and the majority will is never tangent with each and 
every individual’s interests. Individualism is, more often than not, the outspoken enemy 
of social and economic equality. However, the tension has been reduced by the well-
known phrase “equality of opportunity”. Still, racial equality although stipulated and 
guaranteed by the Constitution8, has not been met and this is a source of continuing 
frustration for racial minorities. A similar case is that of gender equality which in its 
political dimension is also stipulated by the Constitution9. Affirmative action programs 
seek to ensure that racial minorities (and women) are fairly considered for employment 
and college admission and they usually give minorities a greater chance of being hired or 
admitted to educational institutions than their credentials alone would give them. 
Proponents of such measures claim that they are acting in the name of equality thus 
compensating for past discriminations. Opponents see affirmative action programs as 
violations of the individualist principle that any person should be rewarded on his or her 
merits and achievements. 

Such tensions and contradictions within American political culture and ultimately 
within American society itself have entitled analysts to refer to the US political culture as 
to a place “of disunity, differences, [and] divisions”10. Thus the image of the American 
political culture is that of a highly polarized one. Consensus has never been reached since 
World War Two in American political culture. Nevertheless the myth of unified, 
consensual attitudes of the American public vis-à-vis the political system still survives in 
rhetoric. That is why the members of the so called lower – middle class, or blue collars, 
even if they are convinced that American politicians are corrupt and blame “big business” 
for everything that goes wrong in their country, even if, for them, social progress means 
primarily moving away from “bad neighborhoods” (prototypically associated with 
African Americans and Hispanics), they still speak proudly of “the American people” as 
one, they still believe that their country’s political system is the only one that ensures a 
person’s social security and freedom. In other words, the American myth of 



exceptionalism and uniqueness as old as Winthrop’s famous words is at home with the 
political culture of the average US citizen.11  

The rhetorical consensus is, in fact, the ideological veil trying to hide the conflicts 
and differences within American political culture. Political scientists, however, seem to 
focus on the disuniting aspects of political culture. They have been forced to do so by 
recent realities in American public life, new and unconventional political groupings such 
as alliances around ethnicity, environmentalism, and peace, new movements such as 
feminism and new trade unions; new symbolic and lifestyle politics (such as Green 
politics), concentrating upon images and optional lifestyle; the negative impact of the 
media on such issues as political participation, etc.  

After 9-11 

The manifestations and the effects of American political culture have been 
influenced by the tragic events of September 11, 2001. Popular sovereignty is probably 
the most appreciated and abused piece of political rhetoric. The public opinion factor has 
strengthened its position in the sense that now the American public’s expectations 
towards policy making seem to converge to such an extent that can only be reached in 
times of national crises. Thus, despite the successes of the military campaign in 
Afghanistan, the government’s awkward handling of this particular crisis (“its missteps in 
responding to the anthrax crisis, its too vaguely worded national alerts about imminent 
terrorist attacks that did not occur and its mixed messages to the public to remain vigilant 
yet return to a normal routine” – The Washington Post on November 8, 2001) has begun 
to shake public confidence. This is the conclusion drawn from results of polls showing a 
constant decrease in public support for the Bush administration. Moreover, Bush’s 
attempt to politicize the war on terrorism, turning it into the centerpiece of the 
Republican administration’s strategy to hold onto the House and regain control of the 
Senate in 2002 was quickly criticized by the media. In doing so, in an article published on 
the CNN web site (January 23, 2002), Bill Press expresses this unity behind the American 
public opinion:  

“One of the great blessings flowing out of our national tragedy is the great unity among 
Americans. After 9/11, all Americans came together -- average, working Americans, as 
well as politicians of both parties -- united behind the president in our determination to 
hunt down those responsible and wipe out all terrorist cells. It's been a wonderful, 
refreshing four months of relief from ugly politics as usual.” 

 If the government is unable to provide the conditions necessary for people’s right 
to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness, that government must go. Everything boils 
down to the individual. After the traumatic events many Americans have sought to find 
peace within their communities, families and within themselves. Surveys indicate that the 
attacks have instilled a deeper appreciation for the importance of family and intimate 
bonds. There is more focus on individual needs and it seems that individualism is taking 
on an introspective mood, being better represented at the level of the private sphere. 
 The contradictions between individualism on the one hand and political 
participation and equality on the other hand have been somehow smoothed over. In 



response to the individual need for sharing grief and mourn for the victims, a religious 
revival has been sweeping America. People participate in religious meetings in urban 
areas and even in public administration buildings. More often than not such religious 
manifestations take on a heavy political meaning. In the South, for example, there have 
been many instances when the segregated congregations flocked together or exchanged 
priests to demonstrate racial and religious unity in response to “God’s commandment […] 
to embrace people from other backgrounds” (The Washington Post, Nov. 26, 2001). In 
this case segregation is the real issue and the urge to take action against it is to be found 
not only in faith but also in two of the principles that form the basis of American political 
culture, namely equality and participation. 
 The concern for individual rights as an essential value of American political 
culture is by far the best represented issue in American media in the period following the 
attacks. Even when it comes to prayer groups or revival meetings held in public buildings 
or government agencies there are voices expressing concern for the federal workers’ 
individual rights, which may be violated due to the rise of religious feelings in public 
institutions. It is the case of religious services attended in the middle of the workday by 
hundreds of employees of the General Service Administration. The Rev. Barry Lynn, 
executive director of Americans United for Separation of Church and State, said while a 
revival meeting is allowed in federal facilities under the Public Buildings Cooperative 
Use Act of 1976, it may lead to preferential treatment in the workplace. 'The problem is 
when a revival meeting occurs in the middle of the workday and supervisors are present, 
the possibility of coercion is very high,' Lynn said. 'If your boss goes to a revival meeting 
and you are not there, you may find your advancement hindered.'13  

Further into the realm of politics, new issues brought forth by the September 11 
attacks also boil down to individual rights. A recent example is the political dispute 
involving Congress lobbyists, Republicans and Democrats, the House and the Senate 
over the liability provision that would shield the corporations, from Boeing to the owner 
of the World Trade Center, from the threat of huge damage awards. The Republicans tend 
to favor the business community but the Democrats see in their legal initiative an attempt 
“to take away the rights of people and insulate private industry from any fear of 
accountability” (The Washington Post, November 17, 2001). 

But probably the most controversial initiative from the point of view of individual 
rights has been the law brought forward by Attorney General John D. Ashcroft. The new 
law, which was adopted at the end of October, was designed to pledge a tough anti-terror 
campaign. It has unleashed broad surveillance and searches on suspected terrorists and 
their associates and it has also enabled immigration officials to hold non-citizens certified 
as suspected terrorists. There was an immediate reaction to this new law, and Teresa 
Wiltz, a Washington Post contributor echoed the concern for individual rights: “Maybe 
we'll see civil liberties erode in the name of fighting the evildoers, until our rights are 
nothing more than a wistful thought” (The Washington Post, November 19, 2001). 

Ashcroft defended his bill in the Democrat – controlled Senate saying that he, a 
conservative Republican would take inspiration from Robert Kennedy, who used tough 
laws to fight organized crime. In naming the Justice Department building after RFK, the 



Bush administration, whose management of the war on terrorism was much praised by 
the Kennedy politicians, made an unprecedented gesture that only trod the path of similar 
political attitudes. Despite their political differences, Bushes and Kennedys both have 
often sided with the power of the state over the freedom of the individual. The nation’s 
state of mind after 9/11 gave a strong impulse to conservative policy. There is also 
another conclusion to this illustration of the changes in policy making and that is the 
higher degree of flexibility and more willingness to strike balance and compromise.  

Among the media and popular culture producers anti-consensual opinions have 
receded even if (more or less popular) voices usually outside the mainstream have re-
emerged for a month or two. They may attack the spurring of consumerism by politicians 
as the ultimate tool in the Americans’ battle against those who would try to destroy their 
values and lifestyle (Me'shell Ndegeocello, an alterna-soul singer-musician from 
Washington D.C.); they may express their disgust at the “shallowness” of the people in 
New York and Los Angeles who follow the latest fashion trend, wearing a stars-and-
stripes lapel pin to prove their patriotism14. Yet, they are driven by the same holistic 
vision that brings all Americans, regardless of their ethnic background, or, more precisely, 
pointing out that very difference, together for better or worse. The melting pot theory 
reclaims its position at the expense of its much younger counterpart, the salad bowl 
theory.  

All politicians seem to acknowledge the fact that Islam should never be held 
responsible for the terrorist activities carried out by fundamentalists. President Bush is 
reaching out to the Muslim community in America and its spiritual leaders rush to praise 
his words and pledge support for his policy. Indeed, incidents of retaliation against 
members of this community have been minor and isolated. Political and media discourses 
focus on consensus, delivering “we’re on the same side” types of messages. Cultural 
difference seems to have assumed the shape of a very down to earth classification of 
institutions, relying basically on religious backgrounds. Difference is acknowledged and 
even upheld at the discourse level only in so far as it melts into unity of thought and 
action. 

The way in which the media covered the story of John Walker Lindh, the 
American Taliban, is revealing. They try to explain the young man’s evolution, from a 
typical well off middle-class family to the lines of al Qaeda fighters. In a behaviorist 
approach, the coverage (CNN, The Washington Post, People) exposes the shortcomings 
of a much too liberal education. It is not only the family that is targeted (it is pointed out 
that Walker’s mother, a former “avid Catholic”, now a devoted Buddhist, took her 9-year-
old daughter to a small local demonstration denouncing U.S. bombing raids over Iraq 
waving signs at passing traffic that read, "Don't Kill Iraqi Kids"). A whole lifestyle in the 
excessively progressive Marin County in California is under scrutiny. The Washington 
Post issue on January 14 describes the place as  

“a California cliché, a hot-tub haven that values nothing as much as self-discovery. It is a 
community where the local Center for Massage Therapy is celebrating its 25th 
anniversary and graying lefties in fleece vests walk the streets sipping chai tea. But it also 
is one of the wealthiest counties in California, a land of $300 strollers, crowded SAT prep 



classes, and chic cafes crackling with chatter about high-speed modems and ski trips to 
Tahoe. It is also a place willing to dabble in novel educational trends [my emphasis]. So, 
too, were Frank Lindh and Marilyn Walker. They decided to send John to a small, new 
public high school that had a rare teaching philosophy: It held no classes.”  

It was on such “unscripted days” that the teenager became interested in Islam. 
 In this war, as in any other, the idea of difference or better say the diverse 
conversation of varying ideas cannot find the best environment. As Robert Thompson, 
professor of media and culture at Syracuse University and former president of the 
International Popular Culture Association, put it: “The diversity of voices is going to 
recede a bit”15. This may well be the case of political culture.  

To sum up, in the aftermath of the September 11 terrorist attacks, a consensual 
model of American political culture, relying on harmonious patterns of behavior and 
beliefs, seems to have overthrown former disuniting views. Individualism, political 
participation, concern for individual rights, and to a lesser extent popular sovereignty and 
equality (as part of the “American way” threatened by Muslim terrorists) have become 
more appealing to the American public and politics. More importantly, there is a tendency 
to reduce the tensions among them. Provided that the war on terror bears fruit and the 
economy recovers and America feels secure again, the conservative mood that has swept 
the nation may go on, feeding on this new war. However, American political culture has 
changed very little and, along with other “consensual” concepts that were threatened 
before 9/11 (at least at the level of discourse), it may live a long and serene life. 
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